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The study of the main group (s- and p-block) elements and their
compounds has been an ongoing theme in inorganic and
organometallic chemistry for centuries. Indeed, many consider

the birth of organometallic chemistry to be marked by Cadet’s
preparation of the foul smelling organo-arsenic compound,
[(Me2As)2O], as long ago as 1760.[1] However, it was not for

another century or so that main group organometallic chemistry
began to flourish, and it continued to do so until the mid-20th
century. By that time, it had been well explored and it was

widely believed that all of the major discoveries had been
made, and there were no great surprises left in store for syn-
thetic chemists. Somewhat of a stagnation in the field followed,

which was exacerbated by the rapid emergence of the funda-
mental and applied chemistry of the transition metal elements
from the 1950s onwards. Despite this, main group chemistry
stumbled on for several decades, until several enlightened

chemists began to question the validity of rules and concepts
(e.g. ‘the double bond rule’[2]) that had been established to
predict what coordination numbers and oxidation states main

group elements could exhibit in their molecular compounds. In
1981, three landmark compounds were reported that disrupted
this dogma forever. TheywereWest’s disilene,Mes2Si¼SiMes2
(Mes¼mesityl),[3] Yoshifuji’s diphosphene, Mes*P¼PMes*

(Mes*¼C6H2Bu3
t -2,4,6),[4] and Becker’s phosphaalkyne,

P�CBut.[5] The isolation of these remarkable compounds led to
the realisation that ‘all bets were off’ when it came to what could

or could not be achieved in main group chemistry, and three
decades of renaissance in the field have followed.

The ‘re-birth’ of main group chemistry has led to numerous

fundamental advances, and the synthesis of ever more exotic
compound types, many of which will populate the next genera-
tion of inorganic texts. While a full summary of these cannot be

given here, they include compounds with main group elements
in very low oxidation states, with very low coordination num-
bers, as part of metal–metal multiply bonded systems, and/or

being incorporated into large multimetallic clusters.[6] Central
to this field has been the need to develop increasingly bulky
ligand systems to kinetically stabilise this new breed of com-
pound from disproportionation, and other decomposition path-

ways. Similarly, new, and sometimes controversial, theories
have been required to be developed to help us understand and
explain the nature of the often unprecedented main group

element–element bonding exhibited by these species. The
importance of this aspect of modern main group chemistry is
borne out by the increasing number of computational chemists

who are attracted to it.
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While the interest in the fundamental aspects of main group

chemistry continues to grow unabated, a more recent revolu-
tion has begun to transform this discipline. In the early years
of the new millennium, it began to be realised that low

oxidation state main group compounds possess similar elec-
tronic properties and frontier orbital arrangements to those of
many late transition metal complexes. Accordingly, it was
proposed that these complexes may participate in reactions

(e.g. oxidative additions and reductive eliminations) that have
implicated transition metal complexes in countless catalytic
and synthetic processes. In 2005, Power gave the first hint that

this might indeed be the case when he reported an unprece-
dented activation of H2 under ambient conditions with a main
group compound.[7] Since then, there has been a competitive

drive to develop main group systems that display ‘transition
metal-like’ reactivity with respect to synthesis, catalysis,
materials chemistry, and hydrogen storage system develop-
ment, to name but a few.[8] These efforts are largely driven by

the economic and environmental advantages that cheap, non-
toxic, earth abundant main group elements possess over their
often expensive and toxic heavier transition metal counter-

parts. While this aspect of modern main group chemistry is in
its infancy, it is clear that the next decade will see major
breakthroughs in the area, with main group systems becoming

commercially applied to processes which were once the sole
realm of transition metal complexes.

In this special issue of the Journal, we sought to attract

contributions from leading national and international researchers
in the field of main group chemistry, in order to provide a
snapshot of the cutting-edge work that is being carried out
around the globe at this time. We believe we have succeeded

in attaining this goal, as the issue incorporates a total of 25 high
quality papers from groups in Australia, New Zealand,
Germany, United Kingdom, USA, and Canada. More impor-

tantly, we obtained a very high acceptance rate for the invita-
tions that were sent out to potential contributors to this issue. It is
our view that a good part of the reason for this is that Australia is

fast gaining international recognition as a world leader in the
field of modern main group chemistry. This situation will only
be cementedwith the growing number of young researchers who
are being attracted from abroad, and fromwithin our own shores,

to start their academic careers carrying out research into topical
aspects of main group chemistry. The future is surely bright for
this fascinating field of study in Australia.

Considering the large number of papers we received for this
issue, space constraints do not allow a summary of each here.
However, it is worthwhile to give an indication of the broad

areas of the field that are covered by the authors. Aspects of low
oxidation state main group chemistry and ligand design are
covered by Driess,[9] Goicoechea,[10] Jones,[11] Rivard,[12]

Stasch,[13] and Weigand.[14] The application of main group
compounds to synthetic methods is addressed in papers by
Coles,[15] Driess,[9] Dutton,[16] Mulvey,[17] Scheschkewitz,[18]

and Westerhausen.[19] The use of main group compounds as

novel ligands in coordination chemistry is discussed in accounts
by Aldridge,[20] Driess,[9] Gabbai,[21] and Hey-Hawkins.[22]

Reports of structural studies of unusual main group compounds

are provided byColes,[15] Deacon,[23] Junk,[24] Koutsantonis,[25]

Parkin,[26] and Turner.[27] The application of main group com-
pounds to materials chemistry is investigated by Carmalt[28] and

Baumgartner.[29] Spectroscopic and electrochemical analyses of
low valent p-block compounds are presented by Baines[30] and
Boere.[31] Finally, the application of main group compounds to

medicinal chemistry is discussed in a paper byAndrews[32] and a

highlight article by Rendina.[33]

We would like to sincerely thank all of the authors who have
contributed to this issue for the time they have taken out of their

busy schedules to make this special issue a success. Of course,
we would also like to pay tribute to their co-workers who
contributed greatly to the work presented in the papers in this
issue. Our jobs as guest editors were made all the more easy by

the close attention of all authors to the submission deadline that
we had to impose for the issue. We are also greatly indebted to
the editorial and production teams of the Journal for their

professionalism, and their hard work in getting this issue to
press in a timely fashion.
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